Showcase your talents!
The Wolfson Campus student literary arts magazine "Metromorphosis" is accepting submissions!

Your work could be in the 2015 magazine VOL. XXVII

Short stories, Photography, Poetry, Interviews, Essays, Comic Strips, Lyrics, Drawings. All languages accepted.

Email your submissions to:
Prof. Claudia Scalise- cscalise@mdc.edu
Dr. Michael Hettich - mhettich@mdc.edu

DEADLINE DEC. 1, 2014
Metromorphosis
Literary Arts Magazine Submission Guidelines

Metromorphosis is a literary arts magazine designed by students of Miami Dade College, Wolfson Campus. For work submissions and if there are any questions regarding the guidelines, please contact:

Prof. Claudia Scalise-cscalise@mdc.edu or Dr. Hettich-mhettich@mdc.edu

- ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE ORIGINAL-

Writing Submissions

* The author of the submissions must be a CURRENT MOC-Wolfson Campus student.
* We require an electronic version of your work.
* The following information must be included in the submission:
  - First and last name
  - Phone number
  - Email address
  - Title of writing

Visual Submissions

* The artist of the submissions must be a CURRENT MOC-Wolfson Campus student.
* All artwork must be sent in the highest resolution:
  (We do not want to see blurry or stained artwork)
  - 800 dpi or higher (pixels/inch)
  - CMYK Format ONLY
  - Vectorized Artwork will be highly needed
* If you are sending several pieces, please make sure you burn them onto a CO and deliver them PERSONALLY to Professor Scalise or Dr. Hettich. We are not responsible for any loss.
* The following information must be included in the submission:
  - First and last name
  - Phone number
  - Email address
  - Title of writing

Deadline for ALL submissions
Monday, December 1, 2014

ALL SUBMISSIONS THAT DO NOT FOLLOW THE CORRECT GUIDELINES WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED!!